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Purpose and Scope: 
The purpose of this procedure is to establish guidelines for scheduling, ensuring the safe and quick response to 
calls, incident command, command vehicles, and response of the Duty Officer. 
 
The Duty Officer serves several roles: 

1. To act as an incident commander on calls where appropriate. 
2. To act as the first responder on EMS calls so patient contact can be made in the shortest amount of 

time. 
3. To act in an administrative role for non-response fire department matters that arise during the shift, 

including special events, scheduling conflicts, etc. 
 
Scheduling Guideline: 

1. A Duty Officer will be scheduled from 1800-0600 all days.  There may be some situations where the 
shift cannot be filled due to availability of staff, in which case the Duty Officer from Ankeny may be 
utilized. 

 
Command Vehicles: 

1. Command 450 shall remain in possession of the Fire Chief except during extended absences from 
town or as otherwise determined by the Fire Chief. 

2. Command 461 will rotate among the Assistant Chief or Deputy Chiefs except during extended 
absences from town or as otherwise determined by the Fire Chief. 

3. Command 459 shall remain at the station except when being utilized to fill a Duty Officer shift. In 
this case, it is the responsibility of the Duty Officer to pick up 459 before their shift starts and return 
it at the end of the shift.  Exceptions may be made if the same person is Duty Officer several nights 
in a row. 

4. The Duty Officer will be listed on the normal fire department schedule. 
  
Response: 

1. The Duty Officer shall respond to all calls and act as the Incident Commander upon arriving on 
scene. 

2. If available, a Chief Officer will also respond and provide additional assistance to the Duty Officer 
as needed on all of the following calls: 

a. Rescue Assignment 
b. Fire Assignment 
c. Water/Ice Rescue Assignment 
d. 2nd Out Assignments 
e. Special Assignements (as needed or requested) 
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3. A Chief Officer may respond to any call as deemed necessary. 
4. The Duty Officer should respond to the station for change of quarters fire calls to ensure adequate 

staffing has responded. 
5. The Duty Officer should respond on all auto or mutual aid fire assignments and rescue assignments 

to Granger.   
6. The Duty Officer should respond on medical calls to Granger only in situations they may also be the 

paramedic or calls of serious nature where backup to the crew may be necessary. 
7. The Duty Officer should respond on other mutual aid requests only as requested. 

 
Incident Command: 
 

1. It is the Duty Officers role to act as Incident Command on all appropriate scenes unless IC is passed 
to another officer. 

2. Depending on the size and scope of the incident, and as other senior officer staff arrive on scene, it 
may be requested and or necessary to pass off command and assume a different role.  It may also be 
necessary to request assistance from another agency. 

3. Responsibilities include but are not limited to:   
a. **Remain in a supervisory role, do not become involved with physical tasks** 
b. Upon arriving on scene, establish incident command by using the street name of the call.  For 

example, “450 is on scene, establishing 118th Command”. 
c. Provide a scene size up to dispatch so the information can be relayed to all other incoming 

units.  For example: “450 is on scene, I have two vehicles, both upright and all occupants out, 
450 will have 118th Command”, or “450 on scene, I have a two story residential structure 
with heavy smoke showing from side A, 450 will have Broadway Command”. 

d. Determine and request any additional resources that will be needed to handle the incident.  In 
most cases this should be done utilizing the TEAMS system. 

e. If needed, establish radio channels to utilize for the incident. 
f. Determine what tasks need to be completed and the most appropriate and safe order to 

complete them in.  Direct incoming crews and assign tasks. 
g. Make difficult decisions.   
h. Keep safety of responders as the number one priority at all times. 
i. Resolve any conflict or problems that arise during the incident. 
j. Follow up with an after call discussion if needed. 
k. Ensure all appropriate paper work is completed. 
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